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Paraffin Emulsifier  

Technical Data Sheet  
 

SAS-A SAS-B SAS-C 

DESCRIPTION: A blend of emulsifying chemicals in a water-based solution. 

ADVANTAGEOUS PERFORMANCE: 

—Disperses paraffin and scale like deposits in the pump, wellbore, and perforations. 
—Facilitates keeping flow lines free of deposits. 

—Facilitates keeping storage tanks, treaters and other machinery free of waxy 
deposits. —By unplugging formations, it can reduce pressure increases. 

 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

BASE: Aqueous Solution 

DENSITY: 9.4 

POUR POINT: Freezes at 25 degrees F. 

FLASH POINT: None 
SOLUBILITY: Disperses in oil, and in fresh or brine water.    pH: 9-10 
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METHOD OF APPLICATION: Batch treatments or Injection System. 

SAS-A 

Storage and Stock Tanks—Batch treatment according to paraffin buildup and size of tank. 

a. Pump the good crude out into the main tank. 

b. Measure the amount of paraffin in the tank bottom. 

c. The amount of SAS-A should be 5% to 10% of the paraffin buildup 
depending on the density of the paraffin. 

d. Apply the above amount of SAS-A and let it sit on top of the 
paraffin 2 to 4 hours. 

e. SAS-A will start breaking the contents of the paraffin. 

f. Add good crude at least as much as there is paraffin, or more. 

g. Agitate tank with proper agitating equipment for 6 to 8 hours. 

h. Let it sit for 3 to 4 hours to separate the crude from the water. The water 
and residue should be pumped out. 

i. The remaining crude is ready to be pumped into the main tank. 

Alternate Method for Tanks: 

a. A continuous injection system can be installed in the tank to keep the 

tank paraffin free with no shut downs for cleaning. 

Pipelines :Continuous injection should be done at a rate that will gradually   

dissolve paraffin deposits evenly throughout the pipeline so as to reduce 

any pressure buildup. 

SAS-B 

Downholes 

a. A 55 gallon drum of SAS-B per 1500 feet depth of well should be applied 
in the back casing. 

b. Turn the switch on and circulate the well for 24 hours. This will clean 

the wellbore and walls of the well so SAS-B can be more effective. 

c. To obtain a better production of crude, SAS-B can be pressurized into the 

formation to help open the pores underground. Also, this will keep the 

back casing free of paraffin and residue. The pressurizing can be done 

during the 24 hour period of circulation. 

d. This completes the cleaning and the well can begin production again. 
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e. Measurements of production should be done after the 24 hours, 72 hours, 

a week, and months to know when there should be a repeated 

application. 

f. The end-user will recover his cost of cleaning by our product SAS-B plus 

a good profit margin on the increase of production . 

By keeping the wellbore clean, it will reduce the amount of electricity or butane used to run 

the wells. 

SAS will also reduce the IRON SULFIDE and RADIO ACTIVITY in the crude. 

BOILER efficiency can be significantly improved with SAS by helping to reduce burner 

"clinkers" thus resulting in less danger of burned gas rings, air register and windbox fires. 

There will be less air preheater "clogging" resulting in a longer lasting heater equipment 

and also less shutdown time for cleaning heater. 

Your field managers should receive training from our executive field manager for more detail of the quantity 

of SAS needed for the different types of cleaning and application. 

 

SAS-C 

Oil Spills & Shoreline Spills - 
 

After vacuuming the oil, SAS-C can be applied by spraying. It disperses the residue of the 

oil and percolates in to the soil. 

 

Land oil Spills:  

 

After physically removing the oil from the land, SAS-C can be sprayed. It disperses the 

residue of the oil and percolates into the soil or can be screened to abstract the residue 

from the sand. 

Water Fowl & Marine Life:  

SAS-C can be used for the cleaning of water fowl after oil spills, and be beneficial to 

marine life. 

 

Equipment:  

 

SAS-C is very effective in cleaning engines and various kinds of equipment. 

HEAVY CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION: 

SAS can increase the flow and production of crude significantly in shallow wells of heavy 

crude. 
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Advantages Of SAS Usage: 

 

Eliminating the method of physically digging out the paraffin in the tank bottoms or using 

hot oil treatment requiring vacuum trucks, SAS can save time and effort by less shutdown 

time and is significantly cost effective. The end-user will also profit from using our product 

SAS by turning their paraffin into sellable crude instead of having it as waste to be 

removed. 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 

 

Q: What is the main difference between SAS and other chemicals? 

A: Most chemicals are petroleum-based and only temporarily alter the properties of the 

paraffin which allows it to build up again. Most products are often hazardous to skin and 

flammable. SAS is biodegradable and environmentally safe. 

 

Q: What is the shelf life of SAS? 

A: Unopened containers of SAS will have a 24 month shelf life or more. 

 

Q: How and why does it work? 

A: By lowering the tension between the paraffin emulsion and the water, the paraffin 

emulsion can be dehydrated which enables the paraffin to stay dissolved into the oil phase. 

 

Q: What is the Flash Point? 

A: Since it is water-based, it has no flash point. 

 

Q: What is the Pour Point? 

A: SAS freezes at about 25 degrees F, but it is not affected by freezing. 

 

Q: Solubility of SAS? 

A: It is soluble in fresh and brine water and in oil indefinitely. 

 

Q: Form? 

A: It is a liquid with no fumes and a pleasant smell. SAS-A is green; SAS-B is pink; SAS-C 

is yellow. 

 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

SAS products are NON-FLAMMABLE; NON-TOXIC; BIODEGRADABLE; 

NON-CORROSIVE, and ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE. 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: 

Since SAS has the above properties, it is safe to handle without special clothing; it is not 

an irritant to the skin but can be an irritant to the eyes. Wearing of gloves or goggles are 

optional. 

However, if any agent or employee should add any other chemical to SAS, we will not be 

responsible for the safety or faulty performance of our product and not be held responsible 

for any damages incurred due to this act. 

 

For further technical information on our product, CONTACT US on our email 

info@tripledint.com or visit our web site www.tripledint.com 
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METHOD OF APPLICATION 

 
The following are the instructions for the application of SAS to achieve the maximum benefits. 
  
1. SAS-A is designed and formulated to dissolve BS&W (basic sediments and water - "the paraffin 
and asphaltines") that accumulate in the bottom of crude oil storage tanks. The first step is to 
pump off  the good crude oil from the top of the BS&W. Next is to calculate the amount (quantity) 
of the BS&W remaining in the tank. Then evenly apply SAS-A on the top of the BS&W  with a 
pump thru the top hatch or manway. Evenly cover the BS&W with 2.2 to 5 gallons of SAS-A per 
barrel of BS&W depending upon the viscosity of the BS&W. If the BS&W is extremely thick it may 
require up to 5 gallons per barrel. After the SAS-A has been added, pump fresh crude on top of 
the SAS and BS&W. If the BS&W is not too thick it will only require the same amount of fresh 
crude as the BS&W. If the BS&W is extremely thick it may require twice as much fresh crude as 
the quantity of BS&W to emulsify the BS&W into a thinner saleable crude. After the SAS-A and 
fresh crude have been applied on top of the BS&W, let the tank sit for 4-6 hours. This will allow the 
SAS to percolate down into the the BS&W and the crude will not allow the SAS to evaporate. Note: 
Always store SAS in a sealed container to eliminate evaporation and stir and agitate before use. 
After 4-6 hours the tank bottom must be thoroughly agited and rolled for a few hours with a pump 
or pump truck until the BS&W is completely emulsified and blended into the added crude. Usually 
we connect the suction hose to the water draw nozzle and the discharge hose to another tank 
nozzle, thru the tank manway or thru the top hatch. Just so the BS&W is agitated and rolled with 
the fresh crude until it is all emulsified. After the BS&W is completely emulsified and blended with 
the added fresh crude, let the tank sit for a few hours until the sand and water settle to the 
bottom and can be drained off. If a oil/water separator is available, the emulsified oil may be 
pumped thru the separator until the water and sand is removed and the tank will contain only clean 
saleable crude. 
  
2. SAS-B is designed for down hole applications to dissolve and emulsify the paraffin and 
asphaltines in the formation, the production tube and the feeder lines. As each well is at different 
depths and the diameter of the production tube varies, it may require from (5-15) 55 gallon drums 
of SAS-B to achieve the desired results. The SAS-B is to be pumped thru the annulus tube into the 
formation and below the production tube. The well should then be circulated (not pumped to the 
gathering tanks) for 24 hours. After the 24 hour circulation process the  well will show a very 
significant increase in production. 
  
3. SAS-C is designed and formulated to clean up oil spills and environmental problems. 
  
4. To perform a lab test using SAS-A ,first it is important to shake the gallons very well before use, 
place a small amount of BS&W in a clear container or beaker. Cover the BS&W with SAS-A and 
then the fresh crude. Let it sit for four hours and then stir and agitate it until the BS&W is dissolved 
and thoroughly emulsified and blended with the fresh crude. Let the sand and water settle to the 
bottom. 
  
We hope that this information and these instructions are helpful for you to perform a 
successful laboratory test.  
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